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The 11ttl International Conference of Humanities and Social Sciences (HUSOC) Network

"Embodying World's New Conditions and Values"

RationaLe:

The 21st century" is defined not only by the change in number but also by the state of

which new technologies have increasingly been playing major roles in transforming many lives

and societies. Today, video-calling has become a typical means of communication for many

people. We can make an appointment, share a schedule, set up a meeting, and even work, from

bedroom through the online social-network applications. Moreover, soon, it is expected that AI.

and automation, which are becoming smarter day after day, will be able to do more complicated

tasks for us, like cooking. A car would be able to run without a driver. A house would be built

easier by the "3D printer". As these advanced technologies are being developed and

commercialized more, the condition and value of our lives, as human beings, and our societies,

too, change. What does it mean to be a human when technology can do many things for us now.

How does our society operate and develop when human is not only the actor that causes change?

The new social conditions constituted by the new technologies do not only promise a

more superior living quality, but they have also created new problems and concerns. Many

developments have unfairly exploited the natural and human resources and have damaged both

nature and labour. The high-tech war weapons, while can save many soldier's lives, can be

destructive to the homes of innocent civilians. Many have to migrate away from their birth place

to find a safe shelter to live. These adverse consequences of the present century's technological

advancements need to also be addressed and seriously scrutinized, as much as the advantages

they are providing us.

The 11th International Conference of Humanities and Social Sciences (HUSOC) Network

concerns directly with the social and cultural dynamics created by the advanced technologies of

the 21st century. Hosted by Faculty of Humanities, Chiang Mai University and School of Liberal

Arts, University of Phayao, the conference aims to provide the space for the scholars working in

the Humanities and Social Sciences, and other related disciplines to come and present their

critical ideas, new perspectives, and practical solutions, about the new conditions and values of



our world currently and powerfully driven by technologies. As the main theme has been put as

"Embodying World's New Conditions and Values," the conference asks to what extent we, as

human beings living in the age of the technology, can critically understand the state of our beings.

What are the new socio-cultural problems that have emerged? How can the knowledge produced

in the Humanities and Social Sciences challenge or develop further the Scientific worldviews, and

offer useful solutions that would help us live with the technology-driven society more sustainably

and peacefully? The conference has proposed the sub-themes of the conference for scholars

from different disciplines and who work on various issues relating to the technological society of

the 21st century to present their researchand exchangedialogueswith the oneswho share similar

interests.

Subthemes:
1. Science,technology, and society
Knowledge and new social conditions created by scientific and technological

developments; anthropology of scienceand technology; literary studies focusing on science and

future; history of scientific and technological knowledge; technology-driven society.

2. Machine and the post-human conditions
The decentralized state or aspect of human quality and being, and their society which is

fostered by machine, robot, and artificial intelligence; the non-humancentric issues and

approachesof ecology, Anthropocene, materiality, object, animal, and spirit.

3. Education and learning technology

Teaching, learning, educational policy, curriculum design, especially in the contexts of

digital and technology-driven society.

4. Innovative, applied, and digital humanities

Technological advancements and applicable aspect of the studies of language,narrative,

storytelling, literary form and style, history/historiography, communication, the medium/media

platforms; humanistic informatics; the politics of and the policy for the humanistic innovations.

5. The new capitalistic society
The creative aspect of thinking and cultural production, creative society, creative

capitalism, network and sharingeconomy, information society, post-Fordism.

6. Sensory,cognition, and aesthetics

- - - -----------



SensoriaLand cognitive aspects in the humanities and arts; cognitive process, affect studies;

neuro- and biological approaches to aesthetics; feeling, emotion, and sense-making; politics of

aesthetic and emotion.

7. Human (im)mobiLity and infrastructure

ALL kinds of human and non-human movements through geocuLturaL spaces and the

infrastructure such as road, raiL, river, and others; the inability to move or become mobiLe due to

sociaLand politicaL constraints and sociaLstructure; the motifs of crossing, arriving, and departing.

8. PhysicaLand sociaL threat and (in)security

PhysicaLthreats created from war, insurgency, crime, and vioLence; Other forms of threats

and (in)security caused by shortages of food, water, naturaL resources, the effect of ecoLogicaL

change.

9. The digitaL native/immigrant generations

Any issues reLated to the generations of digitaL native or digitaL immigrant, especiaLLy the

conflicts or the probLems the two group might have, and how they or society soLves or copes

with them.

Conference Date: 25-26 JuLy 2018

PLace: ImperiaL Mae Ping, Chiang Mai, ThaiLand

Important dates:

Activities Dates

Abstract submission 15 September - 28 December 2017

Registration 15 September 2017 - 30 ApriL 2018

First announcement of accepted abstracts 15 January 2018

Second announcement of accepted abstracts 15 March 2018

FuLLpaper submission (optionaL for those who 16 January - 30 ApriL 2018

wish to have their papers appear in the online

conference proceeding)

Conference dates 25-26 JuLy 2018



Registration fee:
"'

Paper giver
General Student

Members of the institutions of the HUSOCnetwork 3,500 Baht (100 USD)

Non - Members of the institutions of the HUSOC
2,000 Baht

network
5,250Baht (150 USD) (75 USD)

Participant .
Members and Non-members of the institutions of
the HUSOCnetwork

1,200Baht (35 USD)

* Eachpresenter (or registrationaccount) cangiveonly one paper. However, if you need to present
more than one paper, the additional paper presentation costs 1,750Baht (SUS50) per paper.

Bank Transfer:
Pleasebe informed that this processis only for creatingyour profile with the conference.

To officially register,a full payment needs to be made by transferring to the following account
and the evidence of the payment needs to be uploaded onto your created profile page.

Account name: EmbodyingHUSOC2018
Account no. 667-417536-4
Bankname: SiamCommercial BankLtd.
Branch:ChiangMai University
Address:239Huay KaewRoad,Suthep, Muang,ChiangMai
Swift Code: SICOTHBK

Organized by:
Faculty of Humanities,ChiangMai University,Thailand

Contact us:

Faculty of Humanities,ChiangMai University

239, HuayKaewRoad,MuangDistrict,ChiangMai,Thailand, 50200

Tel: +66 53 943219,+66 53 942345

Website: embodyinghusoc2018.org

Mail: embodyinghusoc2018@cmu.ac.th



EMBODYING WORLD'S
NEW CONDITIONS AND VALUES

THE 11TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF HUSOC NETWORK
25 - 26 JULY 2018. IMPERIAL MAE PING HOTEL CHIANG MAl THAILAND

DEADLINE
28 FEBUARY 2018

SUBTHEMES
Science. technology. and society
Education and learning technology
The new capitalistic society
Human (im)mobility and infrastructure
The digital native/immigrant generations

Machine and the post-human conditionsI
Innovative. applied, and digital humanities
Sensory. cognition. and aesthetics
Physical and social threat and (in)security
Other issues related to the conference's theme

Apart from these subthemes. the conference also welcomes academic works belonging to the general

Lfields of the Humanities and Social Sciences such as linguistics. language. literature. philosophy,
geography, cultural studies, communication and etc.

R 'tt'd Iiegis era Ion an more information: www.embodyinghusoc2018,org fI,= , :

1!J'ir .




